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Executive Summary
The Internet has come to be regarded as a "general
purpose technology" that serves as an input to
different sectors of the economy, resulting inter alia
in productivity improvements and inspiring cycles of
innovation. As its ubiquity reshapes commerce and
society, measuring the economic and social impacts
of digital technology is becoming increasingly
challenging. Many of the benefits of the Internet are
intangible and benefits such as convenience or
efficiency gains as well as quality improvements are
often difficult to measure on a monetary yardstick.
Moreover, limitations of the current measurement
framework, ambiguity in definitions and gaps in data
availability make any attempt to measure the
economic benefits of the Internet a complex
challenge.
Several attempts have been made in the literature to
study these benefits and estimate the impact of the
Internet. In this report an attempt has been made to
capture the economic value of the Internet using two
techniques. Our estimates are sensitive to the
availability of data and existing methods of
measurement but provide a robust preliminary
analysis of the size of the Internet economy of India
and the spillover gains enabled by it.
In the first method, total expenditure on the Internet
is estimated using the standard National Income
Accounting Identity. The aggregate expenditure on
the Internet in India is the sum of household
consumption expenditure on the Internet,
government final consumption expenditure on the
Internet, gross fixed capital formation and net export
of Internet enabled goods and services. The
aggregate expenditure on the Internet in India in
2011-12 was estimated to range between $40.47
billion (2.2 % of India’s nominal GDP) and $87.07
billion !(4.8% of GDP, if connectivity and the
Internet are both considered).
The second method estimates the growth multiplier
for Internet using an adaption of Barro’s
endogenous growth model. It consists of a panel of
socio-economic variables such as per capita gross
state domestic product, gross capital formation, total
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number of persons engaged in labour, etc. for 19
states in India. From the model we estimate that a
10% increase in Internet subscribers results in an
increase of 2.4% in the growth of state per capita
GDP. Using this multiplier we estimate the value of
Internet for 2011-12 at USD 62.27 billion. This value
of the Internet includes direct expenditure as well as
spillovers, and is in excess of the lower bound
estimate of the expenditure method by USD 21.8
billion. This gives us the maximum value of positive
externalities from the Internet.
The Internet’s growth and spread (including the
network effects that propelled it) are often attributed
to the “open” nature of the Internet – a characteristic
that many consider fundamental. The vast majority
of actors engaged in the Internet’s operations and
governance claim that the principle of openness is
essential to the Internet’s being. Given the
substantial difficulty in placing an economic value to
the nature of an Open Internet conceived in
absolute terms, an alternative means of obtaining
some idea of the relative changes in Internet
openness across countries over time can come from
relative measures of Internet openness. The chief
and oldest example of this is Freedom House’s
Freedom on the Net Index, which has since 2011
rated countries on a 100-point scale. India has been
classified as “Mostly Free” since 2011. Stakeholders
also view the Internet in India as “Partially Free”.
The value estimated in this study pertains to the
current degree of openness and is influenced by
changing measures of access, content and user
rights.
An essential overarching determinant of Internet
openness is an open and inclusive institutional setup
that accommodates the diversity of public, private
and non-state actors involved in the operation of the
Internet. Currently, most institutions and fora
dedicated to Internet Governance operate within the
multistakeholder framework (MSF). The
multistakeholder model is premised on nonhierarchical structures that do not accord states
positions of absolute privilege in matters of
governance. In idealised conceptions of the process,

governments work alongside (and on the same
footing as) the private corporations that own much
of the virtual Internet’s real-world servers and
satellites), the technical institutions that form and
develop the protocols that allow global
interoperability, civil society and academia. When
done right, one of the biggest advantages of such a
system is its malleability, as all stakeholders voice
their ideas and concerns in a system that lends itself
to greater transparency and accountability through
wider checks and balances.
The alternative to multistakeholderism is a
“multilateral” framework. This is similar to
international arrangements set in a context of states
as primary terminal and sovereign authorities (such
as within the United Nations and the World Trade
Organisation), where non-state actors become
“consumers” of diplomacy. Arguments presented in
favour of the multilateral model often include the
authority of states to protect internal political
conditions (and indigenous cultural sensitivities)
from what is often perceived as the hegemony of
other states. Another oft-communicated concern is
that of security – this often focuses on (but is not
limited to) issues of Critical Internet Infrastructure.
Many of these concerns were also felt by India,
which until recently was a vocal supporter of
multilateralism. While continuing to have
reservations about the dominance of US-based
corporations in the decision-making process as well
as blanket national security concerns, India has
more recently expressed unequivocal support for the
Multistakeholder framework. In India, domestic
stakeholders in matters of Internet Governance can
include (among others) the Ministry of
Communications and Information Technology (and
its various attached offices under the Department of
Telecom and Department of Electronics and IT, the
Ministry of External Affairs, India's Internet Registry
for Internet Names and Numbers (IRINN), the
National Internet Exchange (NIXI), infrastructure
and internet service providers, numerous civil
society organizations, private organisations with
Internet-based businesses etc. India's Department of
Electronics and Information Technology began work
on constituting the "India Internet Governance
Forum", a national forum for "multi-stakeholder

dialogue between the government, private sector,
technical community, academia and civil society
organizations on public-policy issues related to
Internet Governance." The Government also
constituted a multistakeholder advisory group for
the IIGF in 2014, but progress in the establishment
of the forum itself has not been rapid. As a result, no
overarching body currently exists in India thus far.
The maximisation of Internet’s value rests in
ensuring “permissionless innovation at the edges” (to
mix metaphors) is unconstrained by overregulation.
At the same time, a number of legitimate concerns
such as ensuring user safety and privacy, maintaining
national security, and minimising the threat of
cyberwar must be addressed. In most cases, the
impact of governance on economic value is in how
laws and regulations impact economic activity. There
exists a widening gap between the numerous
unforeseen ways that rapidly evolving technologies
deploy, and the capacities of institutions to absorb
these changes to evolve appropriate and balanced
responses. As regulation lags behind innovation,
institutions limited to the single perspective of any
one kind of stakeholder will find it increasingly
difficult to both evolve regulatory regimes that are
balanced and pro-growth, as well as implement them
unaided. As an approach to governance that
prioritises specialisation, information sharing and
collaboration, multistakeholderism may help resolve
such issues. Inclusive institutions will certainly be
better equipped to understand the existing and
evolving costs and benefits of the Internet and its
regulation.
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Introduction
It is now widely acknowledged that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) have positive
impacts on overall economic growth and within
ICTs, high speed Internet produces the most
pronounced growth dividend. Thus, among all ICTs,
the elasticity is highest for broadband connectivity
followed by internet (narrowband), mobile and fixed
lines in that order. The Internet has come to be
regarded as a "general purpose technology" or GPT
that serves as an input to different sectors of the
economy resulting in productivity improvements
and inspiring cycles of innovation. A key
characteristic of the Internet is that it delivers
“network effects” – i.e. its value increases as more
people are connected. This happens because the
value of economic activity expands as increasing
numbers of consumers and producers connect and
cooperate on the Internet, enhancing efficiency,
content, services and market opportunities.
Telecommunication services in India have seen
unprecedented growth over the last decade enabled
by technological advancement and a policy
environment fostering greater competition. The last
decade witnessed an explosion in the subscriber
base driven by the breathtaking pace of mobile
adoption. There were periods when India added
more mobile phones in a month than it did phones
in the 50 years since Independence. When India
awoke to life and freedom in 1947, it had 100,000
fixed line phones for a population of 340 million. In
December 2015, it has more than a billion
connections, of which 1010 million were mobiles.
Wireless teledensity has increased from one-third of
1% to over 80%, underlining clearly a “mobile-first”
development trajectory. It is now folklore that more
Indians have access to a mobile phone than to a
bank account, electricity or even a toilet. From a
luxury when it was introduced, mobile services are
now used every day by millions of Indians.
Although teledensity has grown rapidly in India, its
distribution has been uneven across rural and urban
areas and across states. It has also been uneven
across voice and data. In December 2015, while
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urban teledensity was 147.12, rural teledensity was
much lower at about 49.43. Odisha’s (low
penetration state) teledensity of 64.96 compares
unfavorably with Tamil Nadu at 113.5 at the end of
December 2015 . India’s digital divide will narrow
within and across States and across rural and urban
areas as saturating urban markets and rising rural
incomes encourage operators to focus attention on
underserved markets.
The success of voice telephony in India has not been
matched by traditional internet and broadband
indicators. According to TRAI (December 2015)
there are about 19.98 million internet connections
on the fixed network-the low overall coverage made
worse by the skew in favour of urban areas. Only 0.7
percent of rural households have access to internet
at home as compared to about 8 percent of urban
households. Like for mobile voice, it is also true that
internet and broadband demand will eventually pick
up in rural areas and other remote locations.
It is however, the coming together of the mobile and
the Internet that holds vast potential for India. Often
mobiles are the first and only form of connectivity
and hence the most valuable. With third-generation
(3G) services that allow high speed data access
gaining grip and LTE in the offing, mobile
broadband is uniquely positioned to stimulate
economic growth and welfare in areas that lack
adequate fixed-line broadband infrastructures. The
transformational impact of mobile Internet is
implicit in the changing nature of commerce on the
Internet to take one example. Some Internet sites
are moving to a mobile only platform. By enabling
efficiencies across a host of other sectors such as
hospitality, logistics and transport, the Internet is
changing the way businesses, consumers,
government and citizens interact with each other
and among themselves, within and across national
boundaries. This, of course does not weaken the case
for immediately connecting India’s 250,000 villages
with high speed optical fibre network; indeed it
makes the case stronger. Having access to the most
efficient and competitive telecommunications
infrastructure is a critical element in conquering the

frontier. There may be debates about infrastructure
provision between private and public sectors, since
the Internet has acquired the dimensions of a public
good, but there would seem to be no argument
against being open to the cheapest and most
efficient access.
India is poised to soon be the 2nd largest Internet
user base in the world. Internet based services are
embedded in Government initiatives such as the
National Optical Fibre Network (NOFN) and the
National e-Governance Plan. While there is little
debate over the centrality of the Internet to India’s
development, there has been relatively little
discussion on the importance of Internet openness
to enabling and sustaining such gains. This study
breaks new ground in developing a framework that
can enable a clearer understanding of the direct and
indirect economic value of Internet openness, with a
view to inform policy.
The difficulty lies in defining openness and
identifying the nature of the tradeoffs of an open
internet. The most obvious are the threat to national
security and citizen privacy. Surveillance by the State
is another risk. The Internet’s role in enhancing
economic value thus needs to be juxtaposed against
these perceived and actual risks.

According to the East Asia Forum (2014) these
restrictions not only have big implications for
international trade and investment (and therefore
value) but often governments around the world tend
to use national security to engage in implicit
protectionism. Accordingly, Internet Governance
has become a priority issue for most governments
across the world, including India.
India’s renewed interest in Internet governance and
its desire to play an effective and influential role at
international fora has not yet been matched by
creating the necessary knowledge and evidence basis
to support the astute intent. While there are
discussions on "openness" as a necessary condition
for capitalising on gains from the Internet economy,
these are normative in nature. Work to define and
measure Internet openness (eg. Freedom House's
"Freedom on the Net" index), has not been
complemented by measuring the economic value of
Internet Openness (and by extension, choice of
Governance model). Policy formulated in the
absence of such evidence is likely to be suboptimal.
This study is the first modest attempt to bridge that
gap.
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Part I

Measurement
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Measuring the
Economic Value
of the Internet
As the ubiquity of the Internet reshapes commerce
and society, measurement of the economic and social
benefits of digital technology is becoming an
increasingly daunting task. The spectacular rise of
the digital economy in the last two decades has been
accompanied with the emergence of a wide variety
of Internet enabled goods and services, which are
often invisible in price and marginal costs of
provision. Many of the benefits of the Internet are
intangible- convenience, efficiency gains in time
utilisation as well as quality improvements are often
difficult to measure on a monetary yardstick.
Moreover, online content has evolved in manner that
is making distinctions between consumers and
producers, and between work and leisure finer. The
expansion of the digital economy has been made
possible mainly by the innovation
complementarities 1 that are associated with general
purpose technologies (GPT). The interconnected
and nested nature of innovation, extensive network
effects associated with Internet adoption make the
task of tracing and categorizing the impact of the
Internet across businesses and households
especially problematic.
Several attempts have been made in the literature to
study the economic, social and political impact of
the Internet. In the early 1990's, numerous studies 2
were able to capture the effect of computers on firmlevel productivity, even as economy wide effects were
captured much later. In the 2000s, as digital
technologies became more pervasive and
revolutionized communication, business
organisation and methods of production, evidence of
the macroeconomic impact of digital connectivity
started emerging. Using neoclassical growth
accounting techniques spearheaded by Robert
Solow, a positive relationship was found between
productivity growth and the use of information and
technology in the US in the 1990s 3. Investment in
ICT equipment was also found to be causally related
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to the resurgence in world economic growth in the
1990s, particularly in the G-7 countries 4. A similar
analysis for 9 OECD countries revealed that
investment in IT equipment accounted for 0.3-0.9%
of the economic growth in the late 1990s. There are
three commonly cited reasons explaining this
relationship- investment in ICT contributes to
capital deepening and as well as to enhancement of
labor productivity; technological progress in the
production of ICT goods and services can make
capital and labor more efficient; and greater ICT use
has firm level effects of increasing the multifactor
productivity.
Subsequent academic work conceptualizes ICTs
(and the Internet) being more in the nature of a
general purpose technology (GPT) instead of a
conventional capital input. GPTs are defined by
three characteristics- pervasiveness, improvement
over time, and the ability to spawn innovation5. Like
electricity, the Internet has extensive use across
sectors, scope for improvement and calibration over
time as well as the capacity to spur a virtuous cycle
of research and innovation. These characteristics of
the Internet lead to a host of spillover benefits
across all sectors of the economy which
continuously outpace measurement by
statisticians.Any attempts to measure these require
measuring the contours of the Internet itself,
something that is made uniquely complex by its
dynamic and ubiquitous nature6. Over time, as
Internet adoption reaches saturation across the
world, measurement will become even more
difficult, with the distinction between the digital
economy and the traditional economy becoming
fainter and eventually disappearing altogether. With
the changing architecture of the word economy,
there is a pressing need to record micro data7 (data
on intensity and type of usage, input-output activity
at the firm level, time-use data for individuals) to be
able to study the impact of the increasing
pervasiveness of the Internet. Apart from constraints
of data availability, existing statistical frameworks
used for measurement have numerous limitations.
The very nature of the Internet puts it at odds with
conventional measurement methods- the host of
intangible benefits (convenience, efficiency gains in
time utilisation, quality improvements, changes in
business organisation) that it makes possible are

Table 1

Country Studies

Research by

Year

Region

Method & Value

Boston Consulting
Group

2013

India

Combination of existing BCG methodologies used for other
countries, survey data and stakeholder-based estimates – Internet
contributed $60 Billion to national GDP in 2013, predicts Internet
may grow to 4% of GDP by 2020.

Gartner

2014

India

Estimates of IT Spending in India across devices, data centres,
software, IT services and telecom services – $67.058 Billion
forecast for 2014

Copenhagen
Economics

2015

India

Expenditure approach as outlined in OECD paper (below) –
intermediaries measured at $41 Billion by 2015 (excluding private
investments)

Global

Internet Value Chain measuring verticals across content, online
services, enabling technology, connectivity and user-end devices and
applications for 2008 - total value chain revenue at $1,930 billion
in 2008.

AT Kearney

2008

McKinsey &
Company

2012

Deloitte Access
Economics

Boston Consulting
Group

2011

2010

(Intermediary Value)

(focused on North America and Europe)

Argentina

The expenditure method using OECD data-Internet contributes
2.2% of Argentina’s GDP.

Australia

A combination of expenditure and income approach- Internet
contributed approximately $50 billion or 3.6% of Australia’s GDP in
2010. The contribution of the internet to GDP was expected to
increase by $20 billion over the next five years.

Global

Across the G-20, Internet economy contributed to 4.1% of GDP or
$2.3 trillion in 2010. By 2016, the Internet economy will reach
$4.2 trillion in the G-20 economies.

(focused on G-20)

Boston Consulting
Group

2009

Czech Republic

Expenditure method-The internet contributed an estimated
CZK130 billion, or 3.6% of GDP to the Czech economy. The
Internet economy was expected to grow by 12% per year, reaching
5.7% of GDP by 2015.

Boston Consulting
Group

2011

Egypt

BCG’s Expenditure method-Internet economy represented E£15.6
billion or 1.1% of GDPin 2011. The Internet’s contribution to GDP
is estimated to reach E£52 billion or 1.6% of the GDP by 2017.

Boston Consulting
Group

2010

Greece

Internet contribution to GDP,measured by consumer spending
through the expenditure method, was estimated to be about 1.2 of
total Greek GDP in 2010.

Boston Consulting
Group

2009

Hong Kong

Expenditure method-Internet contributed HK$96 billion or 5.9% of
GDP. It was projected that Internet economy would grow by 7%
per year, reaching HK$146 billion by 2015.

McKinsey &
Company

2010

Hungary

Deloitte

2011

Indonesia

Expenditure approach-Internet’s contribution was estimated to be
1.6% of GDP in 2011.

Japan

Contribution of internet to GDP about to 20 trillion yen or 3.7% of
GDP using the Expenditure method.

Nomura Research
Institute
Boston Consulting
Group

2012

Sweden

Contribution of the Internet to the GDP was about 3.9%

BCG’s expenditure method-The Internet economy is growing at
10.3% annually contributing SEK 275 billion in 2012 or 7.7% of
Swedish GDP.

Source: Compiled by Authors
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often difficult to measure on a monetary yardstick.
One of the primary conjectures of computational
economics that “traditional economic methods do a
poor job of explaining the dynamic behavior of
complex systems 8” can easily be used to explain the
difficulties in capturing the effects of the Internet
accurately.
Nonetheless, existing statistical methods have been
used extensively to begin the process of gauging the
impact of the digital transformation of the economy
and the society. Following an expert consultation in
September 2011, the OECD9 outlined three
different approaches to measure the Internet
economy.

(i) Direct Impact
This approach measures the value generated by
Internet related activities by estimating the size of
the Internet economy relative to the GDP using
official data. As the economic impact of the Internet
is broader than what is captured by purely Internet
based activities (these do not necessarily include
reduction of transactions and search costs, easier
and better quality of access to information, and
better matching of demand and supply in the
economy), this approach is likely to underestimate
the economic impact of the Internet.
The Boston Consulting Group as well as McKinsey
& Company published several reports using this
approach to study the Internet economy. Typically,
they estimate the size of the Internet economy by
aggregating the consumption expenditure, private
investment expenditure, government expenditure
and net exports. However, most of these reports do
not provide detailed methodologies or data sources
and thus call for some caution in interpretation.
Some of these results are summarized in Table 1.
In theory, a bottom up value added estimation based
on a value chain analysis can provide a more
accurate estimate of the value of the Internet10 .
However, all across the world, industry classification
systems are too broad to identify the relevant
Internet related activities. Even where a narrow
classification exists, it is often difficult to find
corresponding data for value added by those

13
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categories of products, making redundant an
analysis of this nature.

(ii) Dynamic Impact
This approach seeks to measure the net GDP growth
generated by all Internet related activities. It
captures the dynamic productivity and growth
effects of the Internet across all sectors of the
economy. It rests upon the basic premise that the
Internet affects various stages of a firm’s production
activity. Several studies have confirmed that Internet
adoption by firms has a positive impact on
innovation activity11.
The dynamic effect of the Internet has been studied
using mainly two techniques- input-output method
and multivariate regression analysis 12. The first of
these relies on input-output matrices to trace the
impact of Internet infrastructure deployment on
output and employment. The latter seeks to analyse
the relationship between economic growth and
Internet penetration and find evidence of causality.
In particular, several studies 13 have established a
positive correlation between broadband penetration
and output as well as employment. Firm-level
productivity has also been found to be causally
related to broadband penetration 14. In one of the
more exhaustive studies in the literature 15, a sample
of 120 developing and developed countries was used
to estimate a cross-country empirical model that
showed that a 10% increase in the rate of growth of
broadband penetration leads to 1.21% increase in
the rate of growth of per capita income. A similar
analysis 16 was conducted using instrumental variable
estimation for OECD countries that found that a
10% increase in broadband penetration led to an
increase of 0.9-1.5% in the annual per capita growth.

(iii) Indirect Impact
The final method of measurement estimates the
impact of the Internet on welfare gains in the
economy, particularly on consumer surplus. In
addition to changing the nature of transactions in
market environments, the Internet has also
revolutionized the non-market space, altering the
lives of the digitally connected in profound ways 17.
Due to the complexity of the non-market space,

official national accounts statistics are often
inadequate to capture the impact of the Internet on
welfare.
Most of the literature studying consumer surplus
concentrates on the impact of broadband
connectivity in the US. Using data on Internet
service prices and types of usage in over 30,000
households in the US, it was found that home
broadband connectivity led to a consumer surplus of
$32 billion per year in 2009. 18 In another such
study, between 1999-2006, broadband Internet was
found to create $4.8 billion-$6.7 billion in consumer
surplus.19

are used to determine the marginal willingness to
pay for a set of characteristics of services. Hedonic
regressions use econometric analysis to determine
the value of differences in quality of services, and
welfare analyses typically use the Hicksian demand
curve to calculate the consumer surplus of users.
Another technique that has been adapted to study
the digital economy is time-use analysis. This
technique24 is based on the notion that time spent
using the Internet necessarily comes at the cost of
time spent using other goods or services, or
working. Using this, the value of free Internet
services is calculated, visualizing time spent or

Some of the aforementioned techniques have also
been employed to study the impact of digital
connectivity and the Internet in India. Using the
expenditure approach, the Boston Consulting
Group 20 estimated that the value of Internet in India
in 2013 to be $60 billion (3.2% of the GDP). The
report also classifies the source of this value into 7
categories- e-commerce, advertising and classifieds,
online content, devices, connectivity, private
infrastructure, and government spending. However,
the report does not specify a detailed methodology
or the data used for analysis. Copenhagen
Economics 21 uses the expenditure method to
estimate the potential value of online intermediaries
in India to be $41 billion in 2015. In one of the first
studies analysing the dynamic impact of Internet
connectivity in India, using multivariate regressions
based on an adaption of Barro’s endogenous growth
model, ICRIER22 estimated that a 10% increase in
the rate of growth of Internet subscribers leads to an
increase of 1.08% in the rate of growth of GDP.

“attention” spent as the currency that buys these

Recognizing the limitations of existing statistical

technical community.

services. Based on this framework, the average
incremental gain from the Internet between 2007
and 2011 was found to be $159 billion per year, out
of which $106 billion accrued to the consumer
surplus obtained from the use of free digital
services 25. It was also found that traditional money
based welfare estimates were lower than when time
use was included in the analysis.
As the Internet becomes one of the key levers for
policy making across the world, developing accurate
methods to gauge its value and impact is of prime
importance. That there is still no widely accepted
methodology to measure the digital economy, even
as the economic impact of the Internet is being felt
across the world is a problem that needs urgent
attention from and coordination between policy
makers, statisticians, sociologists and members of the

methods, academic research has now started looking
towards alternative frameworks for measurement of
the digital economy. The work on valuing unpriced
services perhaps provides good leads to study the
value and impact of the Internet. In the literature,
four techniques are commonly used to gauge the
value of unpriced services 23- contingent valuation,
conjoint analysis, hedonic price models, and welfare
analysis. The first two of these are based on stated
preferences of users through survey responses and
Quantifying the Value of an Open Internet for India | 14

Challenges of
Measurement
For the Internet, the points of departure in the
measurement exercise arise mainly due to its GPT
characteristics. Some of these are highlighted below.

Defining Economic Impact
While the measurement of economic impact has
historically involved subjective assessments of the
constituents of economic gains, the ubiquity of the
Internet has thrown up several new challenges of
definition and methodology. Much like other
infrastructure services, Internet access has enabled
widespread benefits across all sectors of the
economy. The network effects associated with
Internet adoption, as well as its general purpose
technology characteristics make the gains that it
enables different in nature than those made possible
by other infrastructure services. 26 As is typical of
GPTs, the gains from digital technology transcend
across the economy and society, often leading to
significant overlap and complementarities between
social, political and economic benefits. As a result of
this, defining “economic impact” precisely (a
prerequisite for the measurement process) is a
complicated task- in the context of digital
connectivity, it is often difficult to decouple
economic gains from social or political gains because
of the pervasiveness of the digital transformation.
In addition to the challenges associated with
defining a static notion of spillover benefits, there
are also difficulties in tracing the dynamic benefits
of the Internet. These can be attributed to the
extensive network effects associated with Internet
adoption and the "innovation-spawning 27" nature of
digital technologies. As more and more users get
connected to the Internet, online content expands
simultaneously, increasing the total value of the
network. Accurately capturing this dynamic value
would require a precise understanding of the
numerous ways in which the Internet enables
innovation- a daunting task for economists and
statisticians alike.
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Developing a non-monetary yardstick for
measurement
The concept of national income was conceived
based on the monetary value of the total output
produced in the economy and the role of price in
weighing output has been central to the notion of
quantifying economic progress. Digital expansion,
however, has been accompanied by the emergence of
goods and services that are seemingly invisible in
price. Even though households and businesses are
charged by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for
accessing the Internet, a large proportion of web
based services are priced at zero, thus making
redundant the function of price as the unit of
measurement of consumption. It is difficult to
quantify the value of greater consumer convenience,
organisational efficiency gains, expansion of choice,
quicker and wider access to knowledge, and gains in
time utilisation and thus data usage charges may not
be reflective of the true economic value of the
Internet.

The Quality Problem
The complexities introduced in measuring national
income by new products and quality changes over
time are well documented in the literature. The most
commonly cited among these is the difficulty in
accurately computing price indices that keep up
with dynamic product characteristics and quality
changes. Price indices are constructed to capture
movements in prices relative to a reference period,
keeping all other non-price attributes (most
importantly, the level of well-being of consumers)
constant. However, such an analysis excludes the
impact of product differentiation and gains in
quality (per unit of price) on the levels of well-being
of consumers thus making price indices, and any
estimation of national income based on prices
inaccurate.28 The complexities introduced by new
products and quality changes are exacerbated by the
pace of the digital transformation of the world
economy, a problem that was first encountered in
the US by the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the
1980s 29 in their attempt to quantify productivity
gains resulting from access to computers. In
particular, existing statistical methods were found to
be inadequate in accounting for the steep decline in

prices and the simultaneous leap in quality of
computers 30. This was resolved with the introduction
of the quality adjusted computer price index in
December 1985, which was able to account for a
higher share of real economic growth in the US.
While this methodology was extended to other IT
products, statistical methods have not been able to
keep up with the rapid decline in the cost of digital
technologies and the gains in quality and product
diversification enabled by them.

Intangibility of Inputs
The digital revolution is transforming the
production process as more and more capital inputs
become intangible31. Usually, the digital capital
inputs recorded by official National Accounts
Statistics extends only to software purchases.
Investment in research and development, brand
equity, reputation and human resource systems isn’t
captured in traditional capital and labor statistics.

Data Inadequacy
Disaggregated survey data (household and firm level)
as well as national accounts have not been able to
capture adequately the digital transformation of the
economy. Recognizing that data inadequacy is the
biggest hurdle for effective policy formulation, in
2007, the United Nations Statistical Commission
endorsed a core set of statistics that would assess the
pervasiveness and impact of ICT among households
and businesses. Based on these statistics, UNCTAD
as well as ITU both have published manuals for the
information economy which outline the
methodology for data collection, processing,
evaluation and eventual dissemination.
Even as India has adopted some of these strategies
in its national surveys (NSS and ASI), the scope of
these surveys is limited and the quality of the data is
often poor. For instance, while ASI records data on
whether firms own computers and have access to the
Internet, there is no information about how the
nature and volume of business activities have
changed over time. Even if the narrow scope of the
survey is disregarded, the proportion of firms that
respond to the existing questions on ICT indicators
is relatively small. NSS has similar problems of

scope and reporting. The household consumer
expenditure survey records information about
mobile phone expenditure, expenditure incurred for
Internet access, laptops and PCs, and mobile
devices. It doesn’t, however, record any data on the
pattern of Internet usage among households and
usually underestimates urban consumption
expenditure. Moreover, even the UNCTAD database,
which publishes the UNSC approved core indicators
of ICT use by businesses 32 (classified by location,
enterprise size and economic activity), does not
record any data for India except for the years 2004
and 2005.

Way Forward
The limitations of the current measurement
framework, ambiguity in definitions and gaps in data
availability make any attempt to measure the
economic benefits of the Internet a complex
challenge. While no dominant methodology has
emerged in the literature to address these
limitations, expanding existing surveys to the firm
and individual levels and incorporating more precise
questions on Internet usage patterns would be a
good first step. Better linkages between existing
statistical surveys (consumer surveys, industry
surveys, household surveys, and ICT adoption
surveys) would help utilize existing data more
meaningfully for analysis.
However, even despite limitations of data availability
and statistical methods, in this report an attempt
has been made to capture the economic value of the
Internet using two techniques. Our estimates are
sensitive to the availability of data and existing
methods of measurement but provide a robust
preliminary analysis of the size of the Internet
economy and the spillover gains enabled by the
Internet for India.
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Value of the Internet
in India Expenditure Method
The total expenditure on the Internet is estimated
using the standard National Income Accounting
Identity, which estimates the aggregate expenditure
in the economy as the sum of private consumption
expenditure, government expenditure, gross fixed
capital formation and net exports.

Y = C + I + G + (X - M)
Y is Aggregate Expenditure on the Internet
C is Private Final Consumption Expenditure on the Internet
I is Gross Fixed Capital Formation accruing to the Internet
G is Government Expenditure on the Internet
(X - M) is Net Exports of ICT goods and services

The total expenditure on the Internet is estimated
using the standard National Income Accounting
Identity, which estimates the aggregate expenditure
in the economy as the sum of private consumption
expenditure, government expenditure, gross fixed
capital formation and net exports.

Private Final Consumption Expenditure
(PFCE)
The aggregate PFCE is defined as the final
expenditure incurred on consumption of goods and
services by resident households and non-profit
institutions serving households (NPISH). !We
employ a mixed approach using household survey
data and national account statistics to estimate the
consumption expenditure for accessing the Internet
in India. !

Discrepancies between NSS and NAS
The literature33 on estimation of consumption
expenditure has often recorded discrepancies
between estimates obtained using survey data
(typically from the National Sample Survey) and
those obtained using national account statistics. This
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is especially problematic if the divergence either
monotonically increases or decreases over time and
cannot be attributed to chance. In India, since the
1960s, the aggregate consumption expenditure
estimate obtained using national account statistics
has consistently been much higher than household
survey based estimates 34; in fact, in 2011-12, the
PFCE estimated by National Accounts Statistics was
nearly twice as much as the NSS estimates.
A part of this divergence can be attributed to the
difference in definition and coverage. The Private
Final Consumption Expenditure (PFCE) estimated
by National accounts Statistics includes two
components that are not directly captured by
household surveys- imputed rent on owner-occupied
dwellings, and price-cost margins on banking and
insurance services. 35 Additionally, household surveys
do not report consumption by non-profit
institutions.
However, even when the structural differences
between the two estimation exercises are accounted
for, the divergence persists. A part of the difference
can be attributed to inconsistencies in survey
responses. As incomes and consumption baskets
expand, reporting and recall by households starts
becoming more inaccurate. Households that are
relatively better off and consume a wider variety of
products are often unable to recall their
consumption expenditure accurately. Rich
households, thus, are more prone to underreporting
their consumption. !Additionally, compliance may be
tougher with richer households; gated and guarded
compounds often mean that a lot of rich households
do not end up getting surveyed at all. Thus, the
consumption expenditure of richer households
(usually concentrated in urban areas) is likely to have
a downward bias if estimated using survey data.
As is common in the literature, instead of using
survey data to produce estimates of levels of
consumption expenditure, we use it to study the
distribution of household expenditure across goods
and services. We estimate the share of household
expenditure spent on accessing the Internet and use
this proportion to weigh the aggregate PFCE
obtained from National Account Statistics to obtain

the share of the total PFCE that can be attributed to
accessing the Internet.

Share of Total Household Expenditure
accruing to the Internet in 2011-12
Using data from the 68th round of the National
Sample Survey, we estimate the expenditure
incurred by households on Internet services in
2011-12. This comprises of the following
components -

entire expenditure on PC/Laptops to the internet
would lead to overestimation of consumption
expenditure. However, in the absence of data or a
weighting methodology, it is difficult to determine
the proportion of expenditure on PCs and laptops
that would accrue to Internet usage.
Household expenditure on accessing the Internet is
defined as the sum of (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv)This is then
used to calculate the share of the total annual
household expenditure attributable to Internet
access (0.8%).

Mobile Telephone Charges Accruing to Data
Telephone charges for mobile phones are recorded
in Block 10 of the survey data. Since the reference
period for the data is 30 days, the numbers are
inflated to obtain annual estimates. As only a part of
this accrues to data usage, the annual estimate is
weighted by the average share of service provider
revenue accruing to data usage (20% for 2011-12).
Internet Expenses
Internet expenses incurred by households are
recorded in Block 10 of the survey data. The
reference period for this data is 30 days and the
expenditure is inflated to obtain annual estimates for
2011-12.
Mobile handset expenditure
Expenditure on mobile handsets is recorded in
Block 11 of the survey data with an annual reference
period. Since mobile devices are used for a variety of
purposes independent of data usage, attributing the
total expenditure to Internet would lead to an
overestimate. To correct for this, the expenditure
estimate obtained from the survey data is weighted
by the proportion of mobile phone subscribers using
wireless internet, obtained from the TRAI Quarterly
Performance Indicator reports (49% for 2011-12).
Expenses on PC/laptop
Expenditure on PC/Laptops is recorded in Block 11
of the survey data with an annual reference period.
As with mobile handset expenditure, attributing the

Aggregate Consumption Expenditure
accruing to the Internet in 2011-12
We use national account statistics to obtain the
aggregate private final consumption expenditure
(PFCE) of all goods and services. PFCE comprises of
expenditure by households (including non-profit
institutions) on non-durable consumer goods and
services, and on durable goods except land and
buildings. !It also includes two components that are
not directly captured by household surveys- imputed
rent on owner-occupied dwellings, and price-cost
margins on banking and insurance services. We use
the share of household expenditure spent on
accessing and using the Internet using the NSSO
survey data (0.8%).

Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF)
According to National Account Statistics, GFCF
refers to the aggregation of gross additions to fixed
assets. It is measured by “the total value of a
producer’s acquisitions, less disposals, of fixed assets
during the accounting period plus certain additions
to the value of non-produced assets realized by the
productive activities of the institutional unit.” It is
usually possible to estimate GFCF using the Annual
Survey of Industries (ASI). While ASI records firm
level data for Information ICT indicators, it does not
record data on additions to fixed capital related to
ICT. We use the Centre for Monitoring the Indian
Economy (CMIE) Prowess database to analyze the
distribution of GFCF of 8000 listed companies
Quantifying the Value of an Open Internet for India | 18

Table 2

Consumption Expenditure Distribution for 2011-12
(NSSO 68th round; Rs. Crore)

a

Mobile Phone Expenses

46319

b

Proportion of Mobile Phone Expenses accruing to data usage (a x 0.2)

9263.8

c

Internet Expenses

2500

d

Expenditure on PC/Laptop

2464

e

Expenditure on Mobile Services

5370

f

Expenditure on Internet on Mobile Services (e x 0.49)

2632

g

Total Consumption Expenditure on Internet of All Households (b+c+d+f)

h

Total Consumption Expenditure of All Households

i

Proportion of household expenditure spent on the Internet (g ÷ h)

j

Total Consumption Expenditure of the Economy

5167446

k

Total Consumption Expenditure accruing to the Internet (0.8% of j)

41339.5

l

Total Consumption Expenditure accruing to the Internet (USD Billions)*

16861.91
2165330.67
0.8%

8.7

*$1 = Rs. 48 (2011-12 Average)

Table 3

Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF)
(Rs. Crore)

a

Total GFCF of Incorporated Enterprises

2971246

b

GFCF accruing to the Internet for Incorporated Enterprises (a x 0.026)

77252.3

c

GFCF of Unincorporated Non-Agricultural Enterprises accruing to the Internet

(i)

Net additions to owned software and database

64

(ii)

Yearly rentals of software and database

1.7

(iii)

Net additions to owned ICT equipment

705

(iv)

Yearly rentals of ICT equipment

8.1

d

Total GFCF accruing to the Internet (b+c)

e

Total GFCF accruing to the Internet (USD Billions)
*$1 = Rs. 48 (2011-12 Average)
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78032.4
16.25

across various categories of investments. The
categories included under ICT investment aresoftware additions, computer systems additions, and
communication equipment additions. According to
our calculations, on average, 2.6% of the total GFCF
of a company accrues to ICT investment. Given a
relatively large sample of 8000 listed companies, we
make the assumption that 2.6% of the total GFCF of
the economy accrues to the internet. We take the
estimates for total GFCF of the economy (current
prices) from the Reserve Bank of India Database for
the Indian Economy.

Government Final Consumption
Expenditure (GFCE)
Government final consumption expenditure refers to
the current expenditure of the government on goods
and services as well as any investments that the
government makes. Due to the lack of publicly
available data, it was impossible to arrive at an
estimate for government expenditure on Internet
services. We make use of ready estimates of
government spending on information and
technology provided by Gartner36 as a proxy for
government spending on Internet services. The
Gartner estimate includes spending on internal
services, software, IT services, data center, devices
and telecom services by both local and national
governments. As this includes government
expenditure on telecom services as well, it is likely
that it overstates expenditure on the Internet alone.

Table 4

In 2011-12, the GFCE for the Internet was $5.98
billion.

Net Exports
Information, communication and technology (ICT)
goods and services account for a major proportion of
India’s import and export baskets. We use the
Export-Import data bank published by the
Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT)
database to estimate the trade balance of ICT goods
and RBI-DBIE37 to estimate the balance of payments
for ICT services. The Harmonic System of
classification of goods is used to choose the goods
relevant for analysis 38. Trade in services is captured
by the balance of payments data which includes
trade in telecom, computer, and information
services.
However, consultations with industry experts
revealed that majority of net exports of ICT goods
and services are enabled by dedicated cable lines
between businesses and not necessarily by the
Internet. Out of net exports worth $56.5 billion in
2011-12, according to industry experts,
approximately $10 billion 39 can be attributed to the
Internet. Since our aggregate expenditure estimates
are sensitive to the size of net exports enabled by the
Internet, we provide a range for this estimate. The
upper bound includes net exports of ICT goods
enabled by dedicated cable lines as well as the
Internet, while the lower bound includes only those
enabled solely by the Internet.

Net Exports of ICT Goods and Services in 2011-12
(USD Billions)

a

Balance of Trade (Goods)

b

Balance of Payments (Services): Telecom, Computer & Information

-4.64

0.16

(i)

Telecom

(ii)

Computer

61.08

(iii)

Information

-0.04

c

Total Balance of Payments in 2011-12

d

Net Exports of ICT Goods and Service (a + c)

61.21
56.5
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Table 5

Aggregate Expenditure on the Internet in India in 2011-12
(USD Billions)

Upper Bound

Lower Bound

8.4

8.4

16.09

16.09

a

Private Final Consumption Expenditure

b

Gross Fixed Capital formation

c

Government Expenditure

5.98

5.98

d

Net Exports

56.6

10

e

Total Expenditure on the Internet (a+b+c+d)

87.07

40.47

Aggregate Expenditure on the Internet in
India
The aggregate expenditure on the Internet in India
is the sum of household consumption expenditure
on the Internet, government final consumption
expenditure on the Internet, gross fixed capital
formation and net export of Internet enabled goods
and services.
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The aggregate expenditure on the Internet in
India in 2011-12 was between $40.47 billion
(2.2% of India’s Nominal GDP) and $87.07
billion (4.8% of GDP, if connectivity and the
Internet are both considered)

Value of the Internet
in India Growth Multiplier Estimates
Literature provides abundant evidence of Internet
driven growth and development. The two popular
econometric formulations to estimate Internet
growth multipliers are a) multivariate regressions
using reduced form equations and input output
methods. Most of the research is based on crosscountry data. There aren’t many studies that
investigate the growth impact of Internet at the subnational level. India is ideally placed for such an
analysis. First, there is wide variation in economic
performance across Indian states. Second, India has
more diversity within its borders than any other
country – over one and a quarter billion persons,
living and working in very different circumstances
and geographies. Finally, Internet and broadband
access differs between states. The state level impact
of Internet was first estimated in an ICRIER study
published in 201240 . We improved upon this model
using new data and an alternate method of
estimation to provide updated estimates for the
value of Internet in India. We estimate the growth

Box 1

dividend using a fixed-effects instrumental variable
regression (specifications in Box 1).
The model consists of a panel of socio-economic
variables including per capita gross state domestic
product, gross capital formation, total number of
persons engaged in labour, etc. for 19 states in
India 41. These states are mostly based on the
telecom circle classification, with metros like
Mumbai and Kolkata accounted under their
respective states. Also, certain circles like UP West
and UP East have been combined as UP (since other
economic data are available only at the aggregate
state level).
The growth dividend from Internet has increased
over time. According to the new estimate a 10%
increase in Internet subscribers results in an
increase of 2.4% in the growth of state per capita
GDP.42 The rising penetration of Internet in India
has enabled its application to a variety of services
and business models that have helped achieve this
level of growth. Dividing the sample using state
prosperity (measured using GDP) into developed
and developing states, we find growth dividends to
be significantly higher for developed states. A 10%
increase in Internet subscribers leads to a 3.3%
increase in the growth of state per capita GDP for a

Model Specification

LogSGDP_PCit = a0 + a1Log Kit + a2Log Lit + a3 LogISubit + eit
i = each of the 19 States
t = year from 2001 to 2014
Log SGDP_PCit is the natural log of per capita income for ith state in year t (This data is from CSO)
Log Kit is the natural log of gross capital formation in industries excluding investment in telecom services for the ith state in year t
(This data is from ASI)
Log Lit is the natural log of total number of persons engaged in telecom in the ith state in year t (This data is from ASI)
Log ISubit is the natural log of Internet subscribers in the ith state in year t (Internet subscribers include only the fixed line users of
Internet across states. This data is from TRAI)
A two period lead on the natural log of Internet subscribers is used as an instrument for Internet subscribers. This method
significantly reduces endogeneity in the model as compared to the Ordinary Least Square regression.
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developed state, and 2.1% for a developing state. The
spillover benefits multiply in cases of higher Internet
penetration in developed states. This was also
established in a World Bank study, where the
coefficient for broadband penetration was positive,
and higher for high-income compared to lowincome countries. 43
While improvements to the model cannot be ruled
out, we accept the current estimate for the purpose
of this study. Moreover, our estimate of the multiplier
is within the ballpark of those available in the
literature and estimated using multivariate
regressions models. McKinsey & Company found
that a 10% increase in broadband household
penetration delivers a boost to a country’s GDP that
ranges from 0.1 – 1.4%.44 Booz & Company found
that 10% higher broadband penetration in a year
correlated with 1.5% greater growth in labour
productivity over the following five years.45 It also
suggests that countries in the top-tier of broadband
penetration have exhibited 2% higher GDP growth
than countries in the bottom tier.
Using this multiplier we estimate the value of
Internet for 2011-12 and compare the results with
the expenditure approach discussed in the
preceding section. The product of percentage
change in fixed line Internet subscribers during the
period 2011-12 (.16), the growth multiplier estimate
(0.24) and the GDP at current prices for 2011 (Rs.
77841 billion) gives us the value of the Internet in
2012. This estimate is Rs. 2989.1 billion, 3.8% of the
GDP in 2011. The growth of nominal GDP in
2011-12 was 15.7%. Using the average dollar to rupee
exchange rate in 2011-12 of Rs. 48 to a dollar, the
estimated value of the Internet in 2012 is USD 62.27
billion.
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This value of the Internet includes direct
expenditure as well as spillovers, and is in excess of
the lower bound estimate of the expenditure method
by USD 21.8 billion. This gives us the size of positive
externalities from the Internet in 2011-12. This value
also suggests that the upper bound of the
expenditure method is an overestimate of the size of
the Internet in India. As argued above, all of net
exports in IT services cannot be attributed to the
Internet.
We now have evidence for changing economic
values of the Internet. Internet use and its
subsequent impact is governed by the ecosystem of
regulations, institutions and technology within
which it operates. While research has not yet
established causalities between each of these factors
and economic value, any estimate is an outcome of
the interactions between all these factors. In an
attempt to arrive at the value of an open Internet in
India, we have to first define openness and what it
means for regulations, institutions, technology
providers and users. The next section of the report is
an elaboration on such issues, however, with respect
to value, our estimate provides the impact of the
Internet within its current ecosystem. The popular
view suggests India is partially open, which means
that USD 62.27 billion is the value of a partially
open Internet in India. The degree of openness does
impact the value of the Internet. If access is believed
to be a component of openness we have a clear
result demonstrating how increase in Internet
penetration has driven the growth multiplier. In a
comparison of estimates from the 2012 report and
this study, not only has Internet penetration
increased substantially, there have been intangible
changes to Internet provision and use, the monetary
value of which cannot be accurately measured.
Economic value of the Internet in that sense
represents the value of the Internet ecosystem.

Part II

Openness
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Understanding
“Openness”
As the Internet becomes increasingly embedded in
society, the economy, businesses and politics, it has
often been identified as a “catalyst for revolution”. It
is celebrated for its effects on innovation and
spurring access to resources at unprecedented scale
and is now the “go to” paradigm for disrupting
industries, forming the backbone of numerous
development plans and fast approaching ubiquity. As
has been explored in the previous pages, this
ubiquity has begun to show up in assessments of
contribution to the economy (although perhaps
accurate estimates of the Internet’s true economic
contribution require revisions in measurement
paradigms).
The Internet’s growth and spread (including the
network effects that propelled it) are often attributed
to the “open” nature of the Internet – a characteristic
that many consider fundamental. The vast majority
of actors engaged in the Internet’s operations and
governance claim the principle of openness essential
to the Internet’s being. Since 2005, 7 of the Internet
Governance Forums have featured openness as a
primary theme46, and India’s Minister for
Communications and Information Technology
expressed unequivocal support for for an Internet
“instinctively” valued as “open, plural and
inclusive”.47
The increasingly global support for openness might
in part have been possible by the lack of a concrete
and agreed-upon definition – a flexibility that allows
for contextual interpretation and support across
countries and actors. There are thus numerous ways
of interpreting the term “open” within the context of
the Internet. Openness may be technical (for
example, when referring to the construction and
deployment of “open” technical standards that form
the basis of online interconnection); political (such
as when discussing the relative degrees of freedom
with which citizen can exercise rights to access and
use the Internet); legal (including with regards to the
nature of jurisdictional cooperation across and
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between countries on matters of Internet policy) –
all classifications with osmotic boundaries that can
(and as a result often do) overlap. Openness may also
be discussed as an attribute of the on-going
experiments in institutional structures for Internet
governance (especially with regards to the nature of
participation in such fora and the processes by
which they operate).

Envisioning the Economic Benefits of
Openness
When coupled with greater access, Internet
openness allows both buyers and sellers to benefit
from increased connectivity and international trade.
In addition to allowing domestic firms to access
global customer bases, local businesses can benefit
from the reductions in transactions costs as well as
the dramatic improvements in matching sellers’
inventories against buyers that are most willing to
access the goods and services they have on sale. As
the OECD notes, for the most efficient local
businesses that can take advantage of it, a globally
more open Internet allows greater opportunity to
make the jump to participation in Global Value
Chains by way of specialisation and cost-advantage. 48
On the other hand, policies such as data localisation
create redundant requirements and costs that can
incentivise large, multinational firms to reduce
investments in such markets while simultaneously
making it more difficult for smaller firms to expand
across their borders.
Openness also emanates from relatively light-touch
regulation, manifesting in the oft-discussed
“permissionless” innovation that the Internet can
incubate. By reducing costs to communication while
increasing resources for self-learning, a more open
Internet enables skill-formation as well as
opportunity for entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs
also gain from openness by way of reductions in the
cost of scaling their businesses up – for example by
way of reducing the costs of input49and market
entry. Such benefits manifest themselves in better
and more efficient service delivery at reduced costs
online. An increasing number of services can benefit
from a more permissive (read open) Internet regime.

Preliminary medical and legal advice can be
rendered at substantially lower costs and users can
use near-free communication alternatives to increase
the scope of their reach for delivering both goods
and services (for example the use of instant
messaging OTT applications such as Whatsapp). The
dramatic (and disruptive) increases in efficiency in
services such as transportation are welldocumented, while India is beginning to experience
the benefits of online financial services. Finally,
innovators can also use the open Internet to access
crowd-funding platforms and reduce the costs of
finding funding.

Concerns about Openness
Even as countries such as India are increasingly
optimistic about the Internet’s potential to catalyse
growth and prosperity, its ubiquity and global nature
together become the source of a number of
legitimate concerns. Many of the risks posed by
aspects of the Internet are extraordinarily complex
but with harms that seem immediate. As a result,
governments have occasionally responded through
means that are criticised as threatening openness.
The most prominently discussed concern with
regards to the Internet’s openness is that of
Cybersecurity – a placeholder term with varying
definitions that can include threats to national
security, public safety and citizen privacy. Countries’
anxieties over threats that the Internet could pose to
their integrity and security sharpened in the wake of
Edward Snowden’s revelations on governmental
surveillance programmes that operated in violation
of sovereignty, often on the back of private
infrastructure. The fear of open Internet networks
being used for espionage only added to existing
cross-border cyberwarfare concerns that included
threats to critical infrastructure (not limited to
communications networks 50), economic espionage
(such as attacks on private servers for proprietary
data or intellectual property), denial of service and
malware attacks. In addition to its use by nationstates, the potential of the Internet to allow
networked attacks by international and domestic
non-state actors to wreck outsized damage from afar

has created concerns for public safety. 51 The
economic costs of such attacks can potentially be
enormous.
Another fear is the impact of violations of privacy – a
concern that exists in some tension with both
Internet openness as well as closedness. India
continues to lack legislation guaranteeing a right to
privacy, despite government action towards
developing such a policy having begun as far back as
201052, as well as a 2012 report by a group of experts
containing recommendations on how a Privacy Act
might include principles of privacy including
requirements for inter alia Notice, Consent,
Limitations on Collection and Use, and Openness
(understood here as informing data subjects of how
data collection is governed). 53 Some amount of data
protection does exist however, as encapsulated in the
Information Technology (Reasonable Security
Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal
Data or Information) Rules, 2011. The rules contain
provisions on how "sensitive personal
data" (understood as including passwords, financial
information, medical and biometric records etc.)
must be handled by corporations, information
providers and the Government. The rules require
consent based on disclosure of the purpose for
collection of private data.
However, a number of privacy risks also stem from a
lack of user awareness or differing valuations of
private data. A dizzying array of data is routinely
collected by web services in order to provide
increasingly personalised experiences. While the
convenience and economic potential of such services
is real, it is also often the case that users are unaware
of the variety of data that is collected. Repositories of
such information can then become concentrated
centres of risk. Similar concerns exist with regards
to cloud computing over the storage of such citizen
information outside the country’s borders.
Another set of concerns with regards to the Internet
is its impact on contextual cultural concerns, which
most routinely manifest as demands for censoring
material that may be illegal in the country of access
but not the country of storage.
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Such friction as a result of differing laws is the result
of the “Jurisdiction problem” of governments lacking
immediate authority or control over the (often
private) entities hosting such information, and the
slow pace of international coordination on criminal
matters (such as the Mutual Legal Assistance
Treaties).
Finally, there also exist economic concerns with
regards to the impacts of Internet openness. In
addition to the competition concerns of
monopolisation due to Internet-enabled disruption
across markets such as transportation, hospitality
and retail, there exist economic concerns in the case
of emerging Over-the-Top services that provide nearfree alternatives to traditional voice and text
services. The predominant policy concern in this
case stems from the marked difference in network
penetration between developed and developing
countries when OTT services first began to emerge.
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Unlike in near universally connected developed
nations, developing nations such as India are
predominantly wireless markets that lack the fiber or
copper networks better suited to high-bandwidth
data delivery. Such wired networks typically require
extremely large fixed investments even as network
operators’ traditional sources of revenue ebb. While
a documented trend of notable growth in data
demand can arguably compensate for this effect, it
remains uncertain whether this is sufficient to spur
additional investments in broadband backbones.
An understanding of openness that accounts for
both these concerns as well as benefits can enable
more robust regulation that ensures benefits not
automatically obtained through increased
competition, while preventing reactionary and
excessive responses. The next section discusses some
of the various ways in which Internet Openness may
be categorised.

Categories of
Openness
The Internet’s architecture is often conceptualised
as a series of “layers”. While the number of layers
may differ based on choice of representation, most
visualisations generally contain a functional userfacing “top layer” (comprising applications, content
and services) built atop the Internet’s infrastructure,
the “bottom layer” of which is generally the
infrastructural layer (comprising the hardware
networks that constitute the Internet’s physical
systems). Different components of openness thus
exist on continuums across the Internet’s various
layers as well as facets.

Technical Openness
A number of aspects of the Internet’s openness are
affected by decisions made at the technical/
infrastructure/logical layer of the Internet.
Consensus within the technical community in areas
such as using common and open standards,
coordinating address allocation duties, or enabling
interconnection across devices and platforms, all
contribute to laying the bedrock for openness and
interconnectivity between users interacting in the
“higher” layers.
Early in its infancy, the Internet’s architecture and
characteristics were strongly influenced by the
beliefs of its early inhabitants and architects.
Principled support for openness and free exchange
was common across the original technical
community that gave birth to the Internet. Based in
systems that relied on “open architectural
networking”, the Internet’s blueprint allowed access
providers to interconnect with other networks via
“interworking architecture” while maintaining free
choice over network technology. 54 Further
development towards openness culminated in the
creation of the Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), a transport-level
technical breakthrough that finally allowed networks
to interconnect without the need for internal
modification, and with no centralised global
control.55

This was one of the first in a number of conscious
technical decisions that consistently sought to
enable open interconnectivity and exchange,
culminating finally in the creation of the World Wide
Web that most users know the Internet as today.
Other initial decisions, such as a standard means of
formatting Internet addresses and coordinating their
assignment globally, as well as listing Domain Name
Systems (DNSs) that operated under the same rules
to allow consistent conversion of simple-language
website names to IP addresses, all required a
philosophy of openness and increasing connectivity.
The Internet’s architecture is based in an open
network that was originally designed to minimise
redundancy by not replicating any functions that
could be performed by the devices communicating
(the “end-to-end” principle). While this principle of
non-interference is limited in its implementation
(based on engineering decisions that must also take
into account network capacity constraints and
efficiency requirements), it continues to be a
common metric against which a network’s openness
may be measured.
Other examples of technical decisions that impact
openness can include the adoption of common
standards at the application-layer (such as the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) that websites
deploy, and the standard IMAP/POP protocols used
for email); or the ongoing transition to the IPv6
protocol as a solution to the practically limited
number of soon-exhausted IP addresses that could
exist (thus increasing the total number of unique
devices, and in turn users, that can connect to the
Internet globally). Many of these decisions have been
made in technical and engineering organisations
such as the IEEE and the IETF, where decision are
made in technocratic and open processes that
operate on “rough consensus and running code”.
As the Internet begins to spread to its fourth and
fifth billion users, technical decisions towards
openness are also beginning to account for diversity
and inclusion. An important example of this is
ICANN’s work in evolving the DNS to be compatible
with internationalised domain names (IDNs) and
standards that recognise the enormous variety of
scripts and languages that are in use across the
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developing world, including the 22 constitutional
languages recognised in India alone.56

Economic Openness
The OECD defines the Internet’s economic
openness as corresponding to the “ability of people,
businesses and organisations to get online and to
use the Internet to increase their economic
opportunities and capitalise on them”.57 A necessary
precondition to this is the regime for access to the
Internet, which includes the availability of
infrastructure and capacity as well as affordability.
Another essential aspect to be considered when
gauging the economic openness on the Internet is
the variety and severity of regulations that
businesses using the Internet must comply with
within any jurisdiction.
The domestic regime for Internet access comprises
both positive steps by the Government towards
increasing affordable connectivity, as well as existing
regulations governing communications markets
(including telecommunications laws and competition
regulation).
Regulatory Landscape for Connectivity
While the Internet displays a number of public good
characteristics, its provision in India has primarily
been championed by the private sector. Competitive
markets can dramatically increase the availability of
infrastructure and capacity while simultaneously
improving the affordability of Internet services.
Features of the regulatory landscape that can affect
the access precondition for economic openness can
include liberal and transparent licensing
requirements, as well as sectoral and economy wide
competition policies that encourage multiple
participants. The story of the dramatic increase in
mobile penetration following the liberalisation of
India’s telecommunications market is well known.
The rate of growth in Internet penetration has been
slower (in part due to low levels of digital literacy
and the lack of indigenous content online), however
the regulatory landscape in India towards the
provision of Internet access is fairly open.
The generally competitive and open nature of
India’s current communications regime has also
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resulted in India having some of the lowest costs of
Internet access in the world. While India ranks first
in the Global Information Technology Report in
terms of costs of Internet access (calculated at US
$13 per month (PPP)). For perspective, it bears
noting that India’s monthly GNI p.c. was PPP$ 480
in 201458 , with over 700 million people living on less
than three dollars a day (PPP) as recently as 2011. 59
Moreover, optimism for India’s Internet penetration
and affordability is reserved for narrowband access –
broadband continues to be relatively expensive (for
illustration, a 1 Mbps residential connection in India
costs between 6 to 8 times as much as in China60).
All of this coupled with the relatively expensive costs
of acquiring a low-cost smartphones continues to
substantially impact the percentage of the
population that can access the Internet negatively.61
The vast majority of Internet access in India is
wireless and narrowband. As of 2015, smartphone
penetration in India was below 30%, albeit with
growth by over 38% over 2014 attributable to
increasing device affordability. While India is ranked
third globally in terms of total number of Internet
users, the rise in Internet access has been heavily
concentrated towards urban users. As of December
2015, urban subscribers accounted for nearly twothirds of subscription with urban Internet usage
density at 55.71% (as against a rural density of
12.86%). Usage is also heavily skewed towards male
users, who currently account for nearly 62% of all
urban users and 88% of all rural users respectively.
In response to the acute market failure in broadband
services for rural India, the Government has
attempted to bridge the demand gap by way of
public provisioning (subsidised in part by the
Universal Service Obligation Fund). Following an
abortive attempt at pure-public broadband provision
in the form of the National Optical Fibre Network,
the Government has included universal broadband
provision as the backbone of its flagship Digital
India initiative for digitising government service
delivery. This renewed attempt has taken form as the
“BharatNet” plan for providing “affordable
broadband for all houses”. The Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India has recently recommended that
the plan be executed under the Public-PrivatePartnership model, at a currently estimated cost of

Box 2

Net Neutrality and Internet Openness

Following prolonged and polarised public discussion over the use of zero-rated services, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India in February of 2016 released regulations prohibiting “Discriminatory Tariffs for Data Services” effectively banning
Facebook’s Free Basics and Bharti Airtel’s Airtel Zero initiatives (with exceptions for closed networks). In May 2016, TRAI
released a “pre-consultation” paper on Net Neutrality, focusing on possible means of providing users with access to free data
services in order to improve adoption.
The understanding of this report is that Internet openness exists in degrees across different aspects – as a result it does not
seek to define a singular open Internet. However, a number of public debates over “open Internet” have focused on legislative
or regulatory protection for the principle of Network Neutrality (most famously the US Federal Communications Commission’s
“Open Internet Order”). While this report does not focus on Net Neutrality, the concept does have important implications for
Internet access in India (currently the most prominent driver of Internet value). In India, the question of reasonable network
management practices is particularly complicated given the real shortage in network capacity and yawning digital divide.
Network Neutrality’s intersection with openness is most prominent in the debate that pits the possibility of reduced “innovation
at the edges” against the use of price discrimination as a means of managing scarce bandwidth.

Rs. 72,778 crores (~US$ 10 Billion). Examples of
other regulations that can be relaxed to improve
openness through access at the bottom of the
pyramid include particularly onerous identification
requirements (in obtaining access to a data
connection as well as for using Cyber Cafes).
Rationalising the costs of inputs such as spectrum as
well as widespread network sharing can also help
bridge the gap between costs of provision and rural
affordability.

A more focused discussion of political and legal
openness on the Internet can take into account
institutions that specifically address the Internet
itself. For India, the most prominent of these include
the Information Technology Act and the associated
rules on Intermediary liability. Both of these were at
the centre of a recent Supreme Court ruling
regarded by many to have set a strong precedent
towards greater openness in the field for online
expression.

Legal & Political Openness

The Indian IT Act

We use legal and political openness here to refer
primarily to domestic institutions and their impact
on the exercise of the right to expression online. The
number of institutions that can affect expression on
the Internet is extremely wide, extendable at the very
least to all manner of laws and organisations that
protect or restrict (offline) expression in general. In
that respect, constitutional protections of free
speech in all probability have a significant effect on
such openness, while exceptions thereto may
occasionally be in tension with the Internet’s
capacity to provide anonymity and secrecy.
Similarly, generally recognised international human
rights, for example those enshrined within the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights on
expression, opinion and education, are considered to
provide minimum standards for expression that
ought to be strengthened in practice by their
exercise over the Internet.

Section 66A
Infamously overbroad and under-defined, the
provisions of Section 66A62 made punishable with
imprisonment the sending of any information online
that could be deemed “grossly offensive”, the
sending of false information “sent to cause
annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction,
insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred
or ill will”, or for the sending of any electronic
message sent to cause “inconvenience” or
“annoyance”. 63 With the standards under 66A far in
excess of the “reasonable restrictions” outlined in
the constitutional provisions on freedom of speech,
the section was invoked on numerous occasions
against instances of political or religious speech
online as well as ostensibly innocent and benign
expressions of opinion. 64 A resultant “chilling
effect” (including by way of self-censorship) was
noted by a number of commentators and in January
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of 2013, the Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology issued an advisory directing
the police not to arrest any person under the section
without approval from senior police officials (the
Supreme Court reiterated this requirement in a May
2013 direction to all states and territories for
compliance).
Section 69A
Also introduced under the same amendment that
added Section 66A to the IT Act, Section 69A
authorizes the Central Government to block (or
instruct intermediaries to block) access to
information on the Internet in the interests of, inter
alia, national security, sovereignty or public order.
The Section uses as its basis for such decisions the
reasonable restrictions on the constitutional right to
free speech outlined in Article 19(2).65
The Indian IT Intermediary Rules
Legislative discussion on intermediary liability first
began in India following the 2004 arrest of the CEO
of e-commerce website Baazee.com 66 on account of a
third-party posting for the sale of obscene material.
A 2008 amendment to the Indian IT Act sought to
allow some separation between intermediaries and
the acts of third parties using their services. Coming
into effect in October of 2009, the amendment
contained substantial modifications to the section on
Intermediary Liability invoked against Baazee.
Defining intermediaries broadly67, the amendment
absolved them of responsibility for third party
actions following the fulfilment of certain preconditions – most notably that the intermediary not
have exercised control68, and have exercised ‘due

Box 3

diligence’. The provision also required
intermediaries to remove infringing material on
notice, with no provisions for counter-notification or
response.
Rules outlining the conduct and diligence
requirements for intermediaries were later issued by
the Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology in 2011. Under these rules,
intermediaries seeking exemption protections were
required to publish as well as “inform users” (mostly
by way of a standard user agreement) of the
proscription on hosting, publishing or sharing
information of the kind prohibited under a broad
list that included, inter alia, information that was
‘grossly harmful’, ‘grossly offensive’ or harmful ‘to
minors’, but did not provide clear definitions for the
terms. Intermediaries were required to remove such
content within 36 hours of it being brought to their
attention, including the subjective decision of
whether the content in question was covered by the
undefined terms in the rules. Where the
intermediary chose not to take such content down
and it was later found to fit within the list of
proscribed information, the intermediary would be
liable.
This framework incentivised intermediaries
unwilling to expend resources on legal protection
and challenge to simply comply with private
requests for takedown, especially since there were
no requirements for notifying the creator of the
content or make public the reasons for the decision.
Few safeguards existed to prevent private abuse
through ill-considered or frivolous complaints, and
there was no mechanism for appeal. The result was

Procedure under Section 69A of the Indian IT Act

Under the rules that set out the operation of Section 69A in practice, any person may send a complaint requesting such a
block to nodal officers appointed within all Governmental organisations. The Nodal Officer must then review the complaint
against the parameters outlined under the Section, and if satisfied must send forward the complaint to a Designated Officer
within the Central Government, who may then direct an intermediary to block the content in question. The complaint is then
reviewed by a Committee that must make reasonable efforts to identify the originator or intermediary hosting such information,
following which the Committee must submit its findings to the Secretary of the Department of Information Technology, who
must then approve of the complaint and direct the Designated Officer to confirm the block. Special rules covering cases of
emergency allow for the process of a hearing to be bypassed, and the Review Committee is required to meet once every two
months to review the compatibility of orders issued against the Section. All requests and actions are to be confidential.
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intermediaries frequently treating takedown as a
method of first response.
The Shreya Singhal Judgment
The Supreme Court reviewed challenges to each of
these provisions, with its 2015 judgment in the case
of Shreya Singhal v. Union of India dramatically
altering the landscape of legislation governing
online expression. The Court struck down Section
66A of the IT Act, holding its standards for gauging
the illegality of information online as incompatible
with the reasonable restrictions on free speech
outlined under the Constitution.

Turning to the rules on intermediary liability, the
Court also read these down as applying only in cases
of notices received from the Government of the
Courts 69, and held private notices unaccompanied by
such a court order to have no effect on the immunity
available to intermediaries. Section 69A (on blocking
websites from being accessed in India) was found
constitutionally sound and remains in Indian law.
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Measuring Openness
As becomes increasingly clear, the openness of the
Internet can be understood in a large variety of
contexts and countries may differ internally in
Internet openness across the three broad areas
outlined above (for example allowing a reasonable
degree of economic openness through access but
with strong restrictions on political use). The variety
in understanding is also crucial to the task of
measurement as aspects of openness can spread
across almost all manner of ways in which the
Internet can produce economic (as well as social or
political) impacts. Occasionally, such an
understanding extends the economic benefits of the
Internet itself to an open nature, presupposing the
requirement of a completely open Internet as a
condition for unlocking fully its economic potential.
While it has been acknowledged in a variety of
places that “openness” is not necessarily desirable in
the absolute given the wide variety of risks that
destructive use of the Internet can pose to
everything from national security to child wellbeing, even defining a desirably open Internet faces
an enormous definition problem since openness
runs the risk of being “both everything and
nothing”. 70
It dawned through our conversations with
stakeholders that any attempts to truly and
accurately envision the scope of an “Open Internet”
would need to account for freedom of expression
(both online as well as offline) since it decidedly
affects the openness with which the Internet is used
and that a complete understanding of this effect
must account for provisions on user privacy and an
analysis of the implications on a tendency towards
self-censorship. An “Open Internet” would need to
include a regime that promotes open access to
knowledge through carefully balanced intellectual
property laws, user rights that contain clear
exceptions and limitations on “fair use”, permissive
alternatives to such regimes that create a healthy
tradition of using and developing Free and Open
Source Software (FOSS), Open Standards, Open
Content and Open Educational Resources; all of
which exist in a regime with a sizeable Public
Domain. The creation and curation of Open Data
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that can be freely used and built upon by other users
without permission, as well as the creation and
availability of Open Government Data would
constitute important components of a useful Open
Internet. Creating proxies for the measurement of
these constituents would pose a formidable
challenge.
Moreover, envisioning an Open Internet would
require being mindful of the various ways in which
policy measures are asserted in the interest of
national sovereignty through the construction of
“borders” atop the Internet. The use of policy
control to address the jurisdiction problem that has
long plagued international law is far more readily
visible on the Internet, a major example being the
demands made by Countries for Intermediaries to
mandatorily route or store data locally – a move that
many worry may “fragment” or “balkanise” the
borderless Internet. Attempts to measure the
economic impact of such balkanisation are currently
being explored by the Global Commission on
Internet Governance.
Accessibility provisions that impact the quality of
access for users also impact how “open” the Internet
might be. Policy and regime measures that allow
move towards language universalisation as well as
universal accessibility in navigating and contributing
to Internet content are important components of
Openness that can dramatically increase the how
heterogenous and representative the Internet’s
demographic is of the real world, as well as unlock
the potential economic benefits that diversity
entails. Drawing from that same understand, even
where Internet penetration rates might not
accurately reflect Internet Openness, regulations in
the “physical layer” can arguably change the degree
of openness by decreasing the restrictions on people
accessing the Internet – for example, bans on
unlicensed spectrum can prevent the deployment of
free Wi-Fi clusters in poor neighbourhoods, while
onerous Know-Your-Customer requirements for
public access points (such as Internet cafes) can
prevent those without identification from going
online.
Keeping in perspective all of these numerous factors
contributing to whether or not the Internet is

Box 4

Other Frameworks for Understanding Openness

Dalberg

OECD

Source: Dalberg and OECD
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“open” is useful for understanding the enormous
scope of openness, as other frameworks for
understanding Internet Openness demonstrate (see
Box). At the same time, such an approach can make
the task of measurement herculean.

Measuring “Closedness”?
An alternative policy suggestion has been to forego
attempts to measure (and define) “openness”, and to
instead efforts to measure the costs of individual
“closed” policies without defining the entirety of the
Internet’s form. 71 Examples include network
inefficiencies (through increased costs, for example
when restrictions on VoIP not only increase the
costs of calling but also discourage calls that would
otherwise have taken place) as well as limitations on
access to information (which are costs in themselves
but also reduce the perceived value of the Internet
itself and disincentivise activity online).
Transactions costs may increase through limitations
on how e-commerce is conducted or data collected
for advertising, while localisation policies may add
significantly through redundant costs of duplicating
hardware. There are of course strong public-interest
reasons for why the Internet must not be completely
unregulated – the protection of user rights and
ensuring national security are essential public policy
objectives – but such decisions must be made in the
context of data-based analyses of the costs and
benefits. Occasional episodic disruptions in the
Internet’s availability - such as when the Internet
was killed in Egypt during the Arab Spring for 5
days – have also been approached as an alternative
means of gauging the costs of “absolute” closedness.
For Egypt, the OECD estimated the cost of the
blackout at about $90 million, or $18 million a day,
3-4% of the country’s GDP for the period of the
blackout. However once again, while useful for
perspective, the problem with estimating the
‘shadow value’ of individual constraints or episodes
is that they cannot be extended to the entire Internet
because of general equilibrium considerations.
Thus while the measurement of individual, “closed”
policies or episodes seems an attractive option, the
problem of nebulousness soon rears its head while
attempting to defining “closedness” as well.
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Consequently, putting a number on the exact value
“openness” or “closedness” is a herculean problem,
one that is made worse by a lack of data and
dependence on counterfactual reasoning.

Measuring Relative Changes in Openness
Given the substantial difficulty in placing an
economic value to the nature of an Open Internet
conceived in absolute terms, an alternative means of
obtaining some idea of the relative changes in
Internet openness across countries over time can
come from relative measures of Internet openness.
The chief and oldest example of this is Freedom
House’s Freedom on the Net Index, which has since
2011 rated countries on a 100-point scale. Ratings
are based on subjective assessments by experts who
examine a country’s Internet and new media regime.
Countries are rated across three broad categories –
(1) “Obstacles to Access”, which contains
assessments of infrastructural and economic barriers
to access, state efforts to block resources, and control
over Internet and mobile phone infrastructure; (2)
“Limits on Content”, which covers forms of
censorship and manipulation of online content,
diversity within new media, and the use of digital
media for social and political activism; and finally (3)
“Violations of User Rights”, which measures legal
protections and restrictions on online activity, as
well as surveillance and privacy regimes. India has
been classified as “Mostly Free” since 2011.
In a useful first attempt at finding evidence of
correlation between prosperity and Internet
openness, Dalberg!72 plotted countries’ Freedom on
the Net scores against their scores in the “Economic
Impacts” sub-score in the World Economic Forum’s
“Network Readiness Index”. The WEF Network
Readiness Index surveys countries’ across four subindices – (1) Environment (comprising Political and
Regulatory as well as Business and Innovation
environments), (2) Readiness (comprising
Infrastructure, Digital Content, Affordability and
Skills), (3) Usage (comprising Individual, Business
and Government usage), and (4) Impact (comprising
Economic as well as Social impacts). The Economic
Impacts sub-score is assigned on a scale of 1 to 7,
and measures inter alia the role of ICT in new
products and processes, patents, and the impact of

Table 6

Indiaʼs “Freedom on the Net”
Scores
Obstacles
to Access
(out of 25)

Limits on
Content
(Out of 35)

Violations of
User Rights
(Out of 40)

Total

2011

12

8

16

36

2012

13

9

17

39

2013

15

12

20

47

2014

13

10

19

42

2015

12

10

18

40

Source: Freedom House

ICT use across organisational structures. Its results
show some positive correlation between Internet
Openness (as proxied by FOTN scores) and their
scores under the Economic Impacts sub-group.
Dalberg also plot the Internet’s Contribution to
GDP across countries against their FOTN scores,
and finds a similar pattern.73 While caution must be
urged in the interpretation of a causal relationship
from these results given the data limitations across
time as well as countries, these preliminary analyses
seem to correspond with the intuitive expectation of
greater freedom on the Internet creating greater
opportunities for users to incorporate it into
economic activity.

When viewed in the context of openness, our
findings on the magnitude of the Internet’s role in
India’s economy must be interpreted with caution.
At this point, a small note on Internet access in the
context of Internet openness must be borne in mind
– while institutional restrictions within the regime
for providing Internet access may be considered
restrictions on openness, low levels of Internet
penetration on their own ought not to be interpreted
as markers of reduced openness. As a corollary,
simple increases in Internet penetration ceteris
paribus ought not to be viewed as patent changes in
the openness of India’s Internet regime.
Discussions with stakeholders indicated that India’s
low levels of Internet penetration mean increase in
access is and will continue to be the dominant
determinant of the Internet’s economic contribution
(as against the degree to which the domestic regime
provides opportunities for diverse use). For the
present, increases in the size of India’s network will
potentially have an outsized impact on its total value
as new users are introduced to the first-order
benefits of increased connectivity as a means of
overcoming infrastructural constraints. Internet
penetration patterns in India in some ways reflect
global trends in Internet adoption – as Internet
access approaches saturation levels within the
“creamy layer” of urban users with relatively higher
disposable incomes, newer users may add
comparatively less in terms of increased spending
per addition. However, access may still remain a
predominant driver of value until India reaches a
“critical mass” of Internet penetration (of which
there is some evidence)74, as well as escapes its
current narrowband equilibrium.

It is clear from such results that a task of first-order
importance is the standardisation and collection of
high quality data on Internet openness and the
nature of its economic impacts.
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Box 5

Dalberg’s Plots of Internet Freedom Against Economic Indicators

FOTN Score and WEF NRI Economic Impacts Score

FOTN Score and Internet Contribution to GDP

Source: Dalberg
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Governance Framework
An essential overarching determinant of Internet
openness is an open and inclusive institutional setup
that accommodates the diversity of public, private
and non-state actors involved in the operation of the
Internet. Internet Governance structures principally
based in openness are key, since the Internet’s
decentralised operations exist predominantly via
private infrastructure and with significant
interdependence between stakeholders. As a result,
its form lends itself best to a governance framework
that is decentralised and multi-stakeholder with
decision-making over the Internet’s “shared
principles, norms, rules, procedures, and
programmes” evolved by collaboration between
governments, the private sector, the technical
community, and civil society working collaboratively
and on equal footing.75

Global Internet Governance
Currently, most institutions and fora dedicated to
Internet Governance operate within the multistakeholder framework (MSF), the origin of which
can be traced back to the working definition of
Internet Governance set out in 2005 for the World
Summit on Information Society in Tunis. 76
Originally proposed under the WSIS in recognition
of the essential role of private facilities and
infrastructure with regards to the Internet, as well as
the private sector's expertise and control over its
operations, multi-stakeholderism emerged

Box 6

Open Institutions are an integral part
of the Internet Societyʼs vision of an
Open Internet

Source: Internet Society

internationally as a workable framework for the
common (and often-intractable) international law
concern of state sovereignty.77 It was at the WSIS
that the explicit debate over the role of the nationstate in Internet Governance was sparked.78 The
definition called upon “the private sector” and “civil
society” to work alongside governments in the
development of Internet Governance. 79 An avowed
aim of the multi-stakeholder model was thus
inclusiveness and a stress on partnership in policy
formulation.80
The multi-stakeholder model is premised on nonhierarchical structures that do not accord states
positions of absolute privilege in matters of
governance. In idealised conceptions of the process,
governments work alongside (and on the same
footing as) the private corporations that own much
of the virtual Internet’s real-world servers and
satellites), the technical institutions that form and
develop the protocols that allow global
interoperability, civil society and academia. In such a
formation, stakeholder roles are a proportionate
consequence of the nature of the policy issue in
question. When done right, one of the biggest
advantages of such a system is its malleability as all
stakeholders voice their ideas and concerns in a
system that lends itself to greater transparency and
accountability through wider checks and balances.
Conceptually, multi-stakeholderism appears to place
a premium on the benefits of information and
resource sharing across networks, in recognition of
the resource limitations to which all participants are
subject.81 By employing existing capacity from the
private sector and the civil society instead of making
costly investments to build internal governmental
capacity, this framework allows for large efficiency
gains to be made. Private actors are theoretically
equal to states in their presence, by virtue of having
a significant stake (often at a transnational scale) in
the way the Internet is governed as well as marked
technical expertise and familiarity with the
operations of the network. The model purports to be
a more pluralist, “bottom-up” form of governance
that embodies a greater degree of participatory
democracy than previous attempts at governing
global issues. This is often argued as essential to
“protecting” the Internet from assertions of
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sovereignty by nations that seek to restrict online
freedom. Moreover, Internet users often belong to
multiple stakeholder groups, many of which do not
adhere to the contours of national boundaries and
that cannot thus be represented by national
representatives.82 As a result, stakeholders such as
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) gain
importance, and are incorporated into the MSF.
In theory, the multi-stakeholder model aims at a
more just and representative manner of governing
the complex global network that is the Internet.
However, multiple criticisms exist of its
manifestations so far. Multi-Stakeholder processes
are accused of not allowing for redistribution even
as they allow for the politics of recognition. 83
Evangelists often skip over the power differentials
that exist between participants and the fact that
participation and presence is not the same as actual
influence.84 An example of this was the NETMundial
Global Multi-Stakeholder Meeting on the Future of
Internet Governance hosted by Brazil. Even as the
event was in response to the Snowden Revelations,
the resultant final resolution was a non-binding
statement in favour of consensus-based decisionmaking from which criticism of both mass
surveillance and net-neutrality was conspicuous in
its absence. 85
Often, representatives of stakeholder groups in fact
fluidly move across stakeholders as categorisation
becomes blurred. A multi-stakeholder model where
a majority of powerful private actors come from the
United States can be a source of unease in the wake
of the Snowden Revelations 86 and as ostensibly
separate actors’ interests covertly collapse into each
other, the check mechanisms and plurality that are
touted as strengths of the multi-stakeholder model
can become illusory. 87 Such criticism becomes more
pronounced as specific to institutions such as
ICANN (which has so far been one of the most
prominent lightning rods for the Internet
governance debate). Another complaint is the lack of
oversight mechanisms “rooted in appropriate
international legal authority”.88 The structural
divisions that exist between the stakeholders (for
instance, the differences in capacity between private
corporations and financially constrained NGOs, or
between the global north and the global south) often
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translate into lopsided representation in
international fora and imbalances in power.
Stakeholder participation is also limited by implicit
costs like language barriers, costs of long term
investment in internal capacity building, the lack of
coordinated cooperation domestically, and explicit
costs of international travel. Stakeholders in our
discussions repeatedly emphasised the building of
capacity for participation by the private sector and
civil society as necessary for India to be able to
maximise benefits from the multi-stakeholder
model.

Multilateralism
The alternative to multi-stakeholderism that is most
often articulated is a “multilateral” framework. This
is similar to international arrangements set in a
context of states as primary terminal and sovereign
authorities (such as within the United Nations and
the World Trade Organisation), where non-state
actors become “consumers” of diplomacy. 89
Proponents present such a state-centric model as
the only valid international legal framework90 that
has historically been acceptable for the governance
of global issues.91 Arguments presented in favour of
the multilateral model often include the authority of
states to protect internal political conditions (and
indigenous cultural sensitivities) from what is often
perceived as the hegemony of other states. Another
oft-communicated concern is that of security – this
often focuses on (but is not limited to) issues of
Critical Internet Infrastructure as remotely attacking
financial systems and nuclear centrifuges makes the
leap from science fiction to news.92 Proponents
argue that a multi-stakeholder model is ill suited for
understanding and addressing sensitive issues
regarding national security, and that only established
institutions and instruments of international law can
deal with such concerns. Finally, the lack of a robust
institutional setup for dispute resolution is oft-cited
as a structural shortcoming in international multistakeholder discussions.
Many of these concerns were also felt by India,
which until recently was a vocal supporter of
multilateralism. While continuing to have
reservations about the dominance of US-based
corporations in the decision-making process as well

as blanket national security concerns, India has
more recently expressed unequivocal support for the
Multi-Stakeholder framework. Responding to
international pressure and recognizing the diverse
needs of Internet governance, India’s affinity to the
multilateral system was crushed under its own
weight as it committed to the multi-stakeholder
system of governance in June 2015 at the ICANN 53
meeting. Recently, India reasserted its commitment
to the model at the ICANN 55 meeting and the
Indian minister for Communications and
Information Technology reiterated that India values
the Internet to be "open, plural and inclusive". With
India’s support, most of the world (barring Russia,
China and Iran) has warmed up to multistakeholderism in Internet governance.

Domestic Internet Governance
“We encourage the development of multi-stakeholder
processes at the national, regional and international
levels to discuss and collaborate on the expansion and
diffusion of the Internet as a means to support
development efforts to achieve internationally agreed
development goals and objectives, including the
Millennium Development Goals.”
- Tunis Agenda for the Information Society93

Table 7

In the post-Westphalian framework, the creation of
any international law has generally been bottom-up
and built on the basis of the actions of sovereign
states. 94 This is because in this framework all
nations are equal and theoretically free to act as they
desire, with no binding “supreme” laws and
institutions that can set down acceptable actions and
means for their enforcement. As a result, the
building up of international rule-making institutions
that allow non-state entities to participate in their
decision-making structures is theoretically easier.
This is not true for domestic setups, where a
“supreme” institution often does exist in the form of
a constitution that explicitly empowers an institution
to formulate laws (in most democratic nations the
legislature). An inclusive and functional definition
for domestic multi-stakeholder institutions may thus
take the form of institutions that (either by design,
regulation or convention) incorporate a robust
consultative component within their decision
making process. Such a framework could allow for
democratic participation, ensure transparency,
enable dynamic decision making with dispatch and
add capacity and technical expertise. While the
potential for gridlock can increase with the number
and variety of participants, attempts to collectively
match the various components of regulation with the

Multi-Stakeholder and Multilateral Frameworks
Multilateral

Origins

Subjects

Concerns

Participants

Multi-Stakeholder

Country-to-country - apply pre-existing
frameworks to the Internet; Often derivative of
the “sovereign” post-Westphalian framework.

Generally either the result of de-facto institutional
arrangements that build, monitor and maintain the
Internet’s various networks; or evolved in response
to “Internet exceptionalism”

Existing issues of international law and
commerce including transnational e-commerce,
privacy and data protection, IPR, cybercrime,
taxation?

Type 1: Technical architecture and critical Internet
infrastructure,
Type 2: Access, infrastructure, security

Lack of transparency, non-participative/noninclusive, lack of capacity/expertise, slow, lack of
institutions for redressal

Type 1: Questions over legitimacy and
representativeness
Type 2: Lack of authority, “talk shops”

Governments of states, non-state actors may
participate in some fora if authorised by a state
to do so

Governments, private sector, civil society, technical
community, academia

Source: Compiled by Authors
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most relevant stakeholders to lead these discussions
could help. Unlike in international fora, concerns
over lack of opportunity for redressal or appeal
would not apply as strongly to the actions of
domestic institutions (since these can be challenged
in courts).
In India, Domestic stakeholders in matters of
Internet Governance can include (among others) the
Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology (and its various attached offices under
the Department of Telecom and Department of
Electronics and IT, the Ministry of External Affairs,
India's Internet Registry for Internet Names and
Numbers (IRINN), the National Internet Exchange
(NIXI), infrastructure and Internet service providers,
numerous civil society organizations, private
organisations with Internet-based businesses etc.
India's Department of Electronics and Information
Technology began work on constituting the "India
Internet Governance Forum", a national forum for
"multi-stakeholder dialogue between the
government, private sector, technical community,
academia and civil society organizations on publicpolicy issues related to Internet Governance."
Support staff for the IIGF is to be coordinated by
NIXI, with the IIGF's goals including (1) the
organization of an annual IIGF meet, (2) capacity
building in matters of Internet Governance, (3)
stakeholder consultations and engagement, and (4)
making India's profile and engagement in matters of
international Internet Governance commensurate
with its potential user share. 95 The Government also
constituted a multi-stakeholder advisory group for

Box 7

the IIGF in 2014, but progress in the establishment
of the forum itself has not been rapid.96 As a result,
no overarching body currently exists in India thus
far. An example of an Indian institution already
operating with a multi-stakeholder perspective is the
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India – the telecom
regulatory body that also advises the separate policymaking institution of the Department of Telecom.
The need for public consultation is in some ways
built into the structure of the organisation, which
has transparent public consultations prior to every
regulatory decision it takes.97 Other examples of
multi-stakeholder engagement via Government
include recent consultations on the WSIS Zero
Draft for the WSIS+10 review in December 2015.98
Where access is the dominant precondition to
unlocking the value of Internet openness as well as
robust multi-stakeholder governance, ensuring
representation from underrepresented groups is
essential to tailoring policy towards addressing the
concerns of the unconnected. In our stakeholder
interactions, some emphasized the
underrepresentation of groups with established
histories of interaction with the rural unconnected
(such as panchayats, state institutions associated with
human resource development, agricultural
stakeholders etc.) as shortcomings of current efforts
towards evolving multi-stakeholder dialogue. A
major suggestion in this regard included the state
promotion and support of smaller and moreaccessible fora (at local, state and regional levels) in a
manner that reflected the country's actual
governance structure and institutional apparatus.

Brazil’s Internet Steering Committee

An illustrative example of how domestic Internet Governance bodies may operate within a multi-stakeholder framework is
Brazil’s Internet Steering Committee. Established in 1995 with multi-stakeholder engagement as a primary goal, the Committee
operates as a non-governmental coordinating organisation responsible for evolving guidelines on Internet policy in Brazil. The
Steering Committee inter alia suggests rules with regards to Internet regulation, recommends technical standards, establishes
strategic directives and promotes as well as disseminates studies on Internet use and impact (including indicators). Comprising
members from across stakeholders, the committee originally had representatives for stakeholder groups appointed directly by
the Government. Following a review of its operations by the President in 2003, the Committee's institutional structure was
revamped, with representation from all non-state stakeholders being by way of an electoral process. It also provides frequent
grants for users to be able to participate in its events. These efforts to make policy formulation inclusive and representative have
enabled Brazil to gain prominence in and contribute significantly to international Internet governance discourse.
Source: Anastácio, K.
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Internet Governance and Openness
The most important determinant of the Internet’s
value is in how it is used – to state this is almost
axiomatic. As a general purpose technology, the
Internet’s potential is best realised as more and
more users are free to evolve newer applications,
services and uses via the access, data and
connectivity the Internet enables. The maximisation
of this value thus rests in ensuring that the
Internet’s potential for “permissionless innovation at
the edges” (to mix metaphors) is unconstrained by
overregulation. At the same time, a number of
legitimate concerns such as ensuring user safety and
privacy, maintaining national security, and
minimising the threat of cyberwar must be
addressed.
In most cases, the impact of governance on
economic value is in how laws and regulations
impact economic activity. There exists a widening
gap between the numerous unforeseen ways that
rapidly evolving technologies deploy, and the
capacities of institutions to absorb these changes to
evolve appropriate and balanced responses. As
regulation lags behind innovation, institutions
limited to the single perspective of any one kind of
stakeholder will find it increasingly difficult to both
evolve regulatory regimes that are balanced and progrowth, as well as implement them unaided. The
divergence in the historical development of the
telecom and Internet networks is illustrative – while
telecom began on closed, government-owned
networks where consultative processes were
unnecessary, the Internet really emerged on private
and non-state servers and connections. Its
operations spread across stakeholders and as a result
its governance may best be managed by
organisations that reflect the Internet’s diversity.

The top-down alternative of a single dominant
regulatory actor is necessarily a process beset by the
transaction costs imposed due to numerous
reiterations, trial and error, information asymmetry
and lack of coordination. This may also mean that
where existing laws have their applicability extended
to the Internet, their implementation and
enforcement will necessarily involve technical
aspects that will require other stakeholders to take
the lead, or have implications on political, social and
economic freedoms that may be overlooked in the
absences of the voices of those most immediately
affected.
As an approach to governance that prioritises
specialisation, information sharing and
collaboration, multi-stakeholderism may help resolve
that knot. Such a framework may be most suited to
evolving regulation as well as institutional standards
for checks and balances that are broader and better
defined. Such inclusive institutions will certainly be
better equipped to understand the existing and
evolving costs and benefits of the Internet and its
regulation.
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Conclusion
The Internet is soon to be everywhere. It has rapidly
worked its way into becoming indispensable to daily
life as well as a guarantor of economic growth and
catalyst for social development. Economists have
attempted to measure its value using multiple
approaches. In this study we have attempted to
replicate some methods of measuring the value of
the Internet in India. Combining the expenditure
method with a regression based growth multiplier,
the estimated value of the Internet in India was USD
40.47 billion in 2011-12, with spillover benefits
amounting to USD 21.8 billion during the same
period. These estimates are comparable with others
available in the literature. This study enriches the
existing research by not only providing an additional
estimate for the value of the Internet in India but
also highlights data inadequacies and measurement
problems in using alternate methodologies.
The value of the Internet as understood in this study
is driven by its adoption across business,
government and society. Growth from the Internet
increases as its use becomes more pervasive – a
phenomenon driven by its intrinsic “open” nature.
The numerous interpretations of openness and
available definitions suggest that the Internet in
India is partially open. USD 62.67 billion is
therefore, the value of a partially open Internet in
India. The multivariate regression model illustrates
how increased Internet penetration (the access
component of openness) results in higher growth
dividends from Internet. Preliminary work by
Dalberg also finds evidence of a positive relation
between Internet openness and its economic impact
(contribution to GDP).
Internet openness while intuitive as a concept faces
enormous definitional challenges. It can be
understood in a variety of contexts. The nuances of
openness are explained through categories that run
across the series of layers that comprise the
Internet. Accordingly, openness can be sub-defined
as technical openness, economic openness, political
and legal openness. The report provides a
comprehensive discussion on the various aspects of
openness, its manifestation in the day-to-day
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functioning of the Internet in India and
consequently, the value created by its use. This
includes the role of regulations and institutions
governing the Internet ecosystem. The Freedom on
the Net Index is currently the most comprehensive
qualitative work available for measuring relative
changes in Internet openness across countries. India
is classified as “Mostly Free” on this index, though
the scores have not moved significantly in favour of
openness.
The Internet’s growth is not free from risks.
Legitimate concerns regarding openness include
cybersecurity, cyberwarfare and violation of data
privacy. The Internet also raises cultural concerns,
with responses that take the form of censorship
within a particular jurisdiction. Finally, the Internet
enables market disruptions that require institutional
agility to address emerging issues on competition.
For example, the case of emerging Over-the-Top
services that provide near-free alternatives to
traditional voice and text services have seen telecom
regulators across the world rethink competition
policy that simultaneously allows for consumer
protection, innovation and investment.
The overarching driver of Internet openness is an
inclusive institutional set up that engages public,
private and non-state actors in the operation of the
Internet. Such a multi-stakeholder model is based
on non-hierarchical structures that do not accord
Governments positions of privilege. It is in contrast
to state-centric multilateral models that prioritise
national security and political conditions, leaving
little room for inclusive decision-making. Currently,
most global institutions and fora dedicated to
Internet operate within a multi-stakeholder
framework. Many concerns that compel
Governments to think of openness as a threat are
resolved more efficiently with an inclusive and
multi-stakeholder system of participation. The
Government of India has expressed its commitment
to adapt policy making within a multi-stakeholder
framework. The India Internet Governance Forum is
an example of course-change in the policy
processes. This national forum supports multi-

stakeholder dialogue between the government,
private sector, technical community, academia and
civil society organizations on public-policy issues
related to Internet Governance.
However, the pursuit of multi-stakeholderism is far
from over for India. Where access is the dominant
precondition to unlocking the value of Internet
openness, ensuring representation of the
unconnected is essential. The absence of
panchayats, state institutions associated with human
resource development and agricultural stakeholders
are the shortcomings of India’s current efforts
towards multi-stakeholderism. Encouraging smaller
and more accessible fora at the local, state and
regional levels will allow the country’s actual
governance structures and institutional apparatus to
integrate with demands of multi-stakeholder driven
governance.

There is a sense of optimism with regard to the
potential of the Internet. Its contribution to GDP
will increase as levels of connectivity improve and
newer applications / services evolve. This success
however, is dependent on a complementary
improvement in the regulatory and institutional
environment within which the entire ecosystem can
flourish. There exists a widening gap between how
disruptive technologies deploy, and the capacity of
institutions to absorb these changes. As regulation
lags behind innovation, institutions limited to the
single perspective of any one kind of stakeholder
will find it increasingly difficult to create and
implement regulations that are balanced and progrowth. Inclusive institutions will be best suited to
respond in such a dynamic environment.
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Appendix I
List of items included in net exports
84713010

PC

84713090

Other portable automatic data processing machines

84714110

Micro computer

84714120

Large or main frame computer

84714190

Other automatic data processing machines

854470
90011000
851712

Optical fibre cables
Optical fibres, bundles and cables
Mobile phones

Source: Directorate General of Foreign Trade, Government of India
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Appendix II
Regression Results
Fixed-effects (within) IV regression

Number of obs

=

205

Group variable: statecode

Number of groups

=

19

R-sq:

= 0.8470

Obs per group: min =

4

between = 0.1410

avg =

10.8

overall = 0.3134

max =

12

Wald chi2(3)

=

789452.33

Prob > chi2

=

0.0000

within

corr(u_i, Xb)

= -0.6810

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------logsdppc |

Coef.

Std. Err.

z

P>|z|

[95% Conf. Interval]

----------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------loginternetincludin~n

|

.2416803

.0283543

8.52

0.000

.186107

.2972537

lognetinvestmentexc~m

|

.0875822

.0150689

5.81

0.000

.0580478

.1171166

loglabour |

.1899607

.106635

1.78

0.075

-.01904

.3989614

_cons |

7.20602

1.381929

5.21

0.000

4.497488

9.914552

----------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |

.70099158

sigma_e |

.16616419

rho |

.94680048

(fraction of variance due to u_i)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------F

test that all u_i=0:

F(18,183) =

67.41

Prob > F

= 0.0000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Instrumented:

loginternetincludingbroadbandpen

Instruments:

lognetinvestmentexcludingtelecom loglabour F.loginternetlead

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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